People from all kinds of backgrounds, who have tried and studied many things, and seek ways to integrate their This distinctive Master’s degree will enable you to move forward into highly interesting careers that allow you to connect with your most authentic vision and uniquely valuable gifts. Graduates with this degree have successfully furthered existing or transitioned into new careers in fields such as education, coaching, consulting and writing.

The degree curriculum has been constructed and refined over many years to help our students create economic sustainability and right livelihood as they transition to the next phase of their lives. A series of courses in the third year of the program utilizes a powerful array of professional methods to help students discover their highest intentions, and create a purposeful and rewarding job after graduation.

There are specific Professional Development tracks available within CT&S that align with our student’s interests in writing, teaching, coaching, and entrepreneurship.

- **Writing, media, and publishing track:** Teaches students ways to enhance and publish their writing, and to use various media and press outlets to promote themselves and their work.
- **Teaching track:** Provides in-depth guidance on becoming an effective university-level instructor; enabling students to learn content, presentation, and curriculum development skills that encourage the emergence of their own style of teaching.
- **Deep environmental track:** A series of courses in ecology, sustainability, and ecotherapy that provides important foundational knowledge to those drawn to life coaching, sustainability work, community mentoring, and many other helping professions.
- **Entrepreneurial track:** Prepares individuals interested starting their own businesses upon graduation.

In addition, students can choose among specialties on a customized basis as their focus evolves.

*Where can you get wisdom in our culture? You can get it here. You look at the enormous ecology out there for ‘self-help,’ but it’s piecemeal. It’s not a solid core curriculum, as this is.*
— Jeff Sturm, venture capital entrepreneur and author of *Light, Miracles, and Dust* (2009)

*After returning to my home country, I landed a job as a cultural coach in the transnational health field. My job is to bridge cultural difference and enhance communications between offices and cultures.*
— Loraine Magda, motivational speaker and international coach

*I felt a strong sense of heart at JFK….I was particularly impressed by the caliber of the instructors: knowledgeable, wise, and well-established in their fields.*
— Doug Neff, educator and culture change trainer